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a b s t r a c t
An attempt is made to bypass spectral analysis and ﬁt internal coordinates of radicals directly to experimental liquid- and solid-state electron spin resonance (ESR) spectra. We take advantage of the recently
introduced large-scale spin dynamics simulation algorithms and of the fact that the accuracy of quantum
mechanical calculations of ESR parameters has improved to the point of quantitative correctness. Partial
solutions are offered to the local minimum problem in spectral ﬁtting and to the problem of spin interaction parameters (hyperﬁne couplings, chemical shifts, etc.) being very sensitive to vibrational excursions from the equilibrium geometry.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Molecular structure determination using magnetic resonance
spectroscopy has reached remarkable levels of accuracy and
sophistication – particularly in NMR, it is currently possible to
determine atomic coordinates of small proteins in several days or
even hours [1–5], courtesy of the dipole–dipole couplings that
are directly related to inter-atomic distances [6–9], and J-couplings
that propagate through the bonding network and depend on dihedral angles [10]. In crystalline materials, the structures can be reﬁned further by ﬁtting atomic coordinates, using electronic
structure theory calculations [11–14], to the experimentally determined quadrupolar and chemical shielding tensors [15,16]: the
coordinates are varied until the computed magnetic parameters
match the experimental ones.
Electron spin resonance structure determination is more complicated due to the fact that ESR parameters (hyperﬁne couplings
and g-tensors) depend very indirectly and often quite strongly on
the molecular geometry [17,18], a good example being tyrosyl
radical, where the hyperﬁne coupling to the CH2 group protons
can be anywhere between zero and 20 Gauss, depending on the
dihedral angle with the aromatic ring [19,20]. The tyrosyl radical
structure problem has recently been solved, heroically, by scanning
every signiﬁcant degree of freedom [19], but it is clear that a less
labor-intensive method would be appreciated.
In this paper we describe and evaluate a procedure wherein the
atomic coordinates are iterated directly against experimental ESR
data. The algorithm relies on two recent developments in chemical
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physics: ﬁrstly, ESR parameters can now be computed reliably and
efﬁciently from basic principles for medium-sized CHNO molecules [11–14,17,18,21], and secondly, a time-domain spin dynamics simulation package capable of treating large spin systems in
polynomial time has recently emerged [22–24]. It is now possible,
by combining the two, to perform direct ﬁtting of atomic coordinates to experimental ESR spectra by iteratively minimizing the
deviation of the theoretical spectrum from the experimental one.
The idea of ﬁtting atomic coordinates directly to experimental
magnetic resonance data has been around in various forms for several years [15,25–29]: structures were ﬁtted to numerical values of
magnetic resonance parameters [15,16,26,29] and to magnetic
resonance spectra with some approximations (accurate spectral
simulations being prohibitively expensive) [25]. The approach
described in this paper is more general and extends the method
proposed by Polimeno and co-authors [28] – we use accurate
quantum chemical calculations as well as accurate spin dynamics
simulations (a schematic is given in Fig. 1) with the recently
developed large-scale NMR/ESR simulation tools [22–24]. We also
employ the L-BFGS quasi-Newton optimization method with line
search [30] that signiﬁcantly reduces the number of geometry
iterations at the ﬁtting stage compared to earlier algorithms.
2. General formalism
The basic principle of magnetic resonance structure determination can be summarized as follows: a chemically reasonable structure that exhibits a set of magnetic resonance spectra similar to
those experimentally observed is likely to be a good representation
of the true structure. This statement can be formalized as a minimization condition for the following error functional:
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3. Derivatives of the error functional
The computational complexity of spin interaction derivatives
can be very considerable: the geometric gradient of a g-tensor is
a third order response property. Their evaluation is further complicated by the fact that quantum chemistry software implementing
these derivatives analytically does not at present exist – all calculations presented in this work therefore used the four-point central
ﬁnite difference approximation:

f 0 ðxÞ ¼

Fig. 1. A schematic of the direct structure ﬁtting procedure: molecular coordinates
are supplied to a quantum chemistry package, the resulting magnetic parameters
are fed to a spin dynamics simulation package (Spinach [22] was used in this work)
and the squared norm of the deviation from the experimental spectrum is
computed. This deviation is iteratively minimized with respect to the molecular
coordinates, with a constraint on the molecular energy to stay within the thermally
accessible energy range.

f ðx  2hÞ  8f ðx  hÞ þ 8f ðx þ hÞ  f ðx þ 2hÞ
4
þ Oðh Þ;
12h

for gradient evaluation. This is sufﬁcient for the purposes of the
present paper, but analytical derivatives of magnetic parameters
are very desirable and would accelerate the calculations as well
as improve convergence of the error functional minimization procedure. One practical advantage of Eq. (4), however, is easy parallelization: for a typical run with 50–100 internal coordinates, it
generates several hundred independent DFT jobs that may be evaluated in parallel.
Because the geometry must represent a chemically sensible
structure, the energy cost of every step in the atomic coordinate
space must be considered explicitly. For a given molecular geometry, an inﬁnitesimal coordinate displacement d~
r would produce a
perturbation dmk of a magnetic parameter mk:

dmk ¼ rmk  d~
r;

ð1Þ

where |||| is a norm on the space of continuous integrable complexvalued functions, Sexp is the experimental magnetic resonance spectrum and Sðmð~
rÞÞ is the theoretical spectrum that depends on a set
of magnetic interaction parameters m = {m1 , . . . , mk}, which in turn
depend on the vector of atomic coordinates ~
r. Eð~
rÞ is the total
molecular energy and k is a weighting factor regulating the relative
importance of molecular energy versus spectral properties. The energy term is responsible for keeping the structure ‘‘chemically reasonable’’ and is also required to constrain the parts of the molecule
that do not inﬂuence the spectrum.
Using the Hilbert space L2-norm, we get, for an N-dimensional
magnetic resonance spectrum, the following error functional:

Xð~
rÞ ¼

Z

jSexp  Sðmð~
rÞÞj2 dx1 . . . dxN þ kEð~
rÞ:

ð2Þ

where {x1 , . . . , xN} are the frequency variables. Within the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation Xð~
rÞ only depends on the nuclear
coordinates. Its gradient with respect to ~
r

!
#
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@S

rXð~
rÞ ¼ 
rmk ð~
rÞ ½Sexp  Sðmð~
rÞÞ þ c:c: dx1 ...dxN
@mk
k
þ krEð~
rÞ;
ð3Þ
contains three types of derivatives: energy with respect to coordinates, simulation with respect to magnetic parameters and
magnetic parameters with respect to coordinates. The gradient of
energy [31] and magnetic resonance simulation [32] are well
researched and present little difﬁculty, but the coordinate derivatives of magnetic interaction parameters require closer attention.

ð5Þ

and produce a change dE in the total energy:

dE ¼ rE  d~
r:

Xð~
rÞ ¼ kSexp  Sðmð~
rÞÞk2 þ kEð~
rÞ;

ð4Þ

ð6Þ

Therefore, for a given direction vector ~
n in the atomic coordinate space and a given inﬁnitesimal displacement dx along that
direction, the following quantity:

C k ð~
nÞ ¼

dmk rmk  d~
r rmk  ~
ndx rmk  ~
n
¼
¼
;
¼
~
~
dE
rE  dr
rE  ndx
rE  ~
n

ð7Þ

gives the energy cost of perturbation in the magnetic parameter mk
when the geometry is distorted in the atomic coordinate direction
given by ~
n. The coordinate derivatives of hyperﬁne couplings for a
simple example of a gas-phase allyl radical are given in Table 1. It
is clear that even minor perturbations of molecular geometry can,
for some coordinates, lead to signiﬁcant perturbations of hyperﬁne
couplings: a 0.2 Gauss change in isotropic HFC for a 0.01 Å change in
geometry is typical. The associated energy costs (listed in Table 2)
are quite modest – a room temperature energy budget of
RT = 2.48 kJ/mol is sufﬁcient to perturb some proton hyperﬁne couplings by as much as 3 Gauss.
This steep geometry dependence of hyperﬁne couplings (as well
as other magnetic couplings) means in practice that, unless full
vibrational and conformational averaging is performed [17,33,34],
the accuracy of ab initio and DFT magnetic parameters cannot be
guaranteed. Because vibrational averaging is expensive (at least a
third-order response property), this makes the realistically achievable accuracy of the ‘‘forward’’ calculation (geometry ? magnetic
parameters) unacceptably low. Quite remarkably, this strong geometry response becomes beneﬁcial when the ‘‘backward’’ problem –
of recovering the geometry from the experimentally measured
magnetic parameters – is considered. This subtle point is illustrated
in Fig. 2. If the experimental value of a magnetic parameter mexp is
an average with the probability density pð~
rÞ over a thermally accessible convex volume V in the coordinate space

mexp ¼

Z

mð~
rÞpð~
rÞdV;

ð8Þ

V

then the mean value theorem applies, that is, there exists such a
point ~
r0 inside that volume that mð~
r 0 Þ ¼ mexp . In other words, there
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Table 1
Derivatives of isotropic hyperﬁne couplings with respect to the internal coordinates of the allyl radical, in units of Gauss/Ångstrom for bonds and Gauss/radian for bond angles
(B3LYP/EPR-II calculation using four-point central ﬁnite differences at the energy minimum in the gas phase).
13 (1)

1

1

R[C(1)–H(1)]
0
R[C(1)–H(1 )]
R[C(1)–C(2)]
R[C(2)–H(2)]
R[C(2)–C(3)]
0
R[C(3)–H(3 )]
(3)
(3)
R[C –H ]
0
A[H(1)–C(1)–H(1 )]
0
A[H(1 )–C(1)–C(2)]
A[C(1)–C(2)–H(2)]
A[C(1)–C(2)–C(3)]
A[C(2)–C(3)–H(3)]
0
A[C(2)–C(3)–H(3 )]

22.1
22.8
57.1
0.2
26.5
1.1
0.6
0.63
0.16
1.03
0.25
0.05
0.03

11.6
1.1
27.4
0.1
22.2
0.1
0.6
0.20
2.55
1.82
0.10
0.02
0.31

0.9
13.0
26.2
0.3
22.1
0.2
0.5
2.56
3.17
0.70
0.94
0.46
0.04

C

H(1)

0

Internal coordinate

H(1 )

H(2)

1

13 (3)

1

1

0.0
0.1
15.7
10.6
15.7
0.1
0.0
0.06
2.00
0.00
4.77
0.06
1.94

0.5
0.7
4.0
2.9
4.0
0.7
0.5
0.33
0.11
0.00
0.90
0.33
0.42

0.6
1.1
26.5
0.2
57.1
22.8
22.1
0.05
0.03
1.03
0.83
0.63
0.79

0.6
0.1
22.2
0.1
27.4
1.1
11.6
0.02
0.12
1.82
2.12
0.20
2.21

0.5
0.2
22.1
0.3
26.2
13.0
0.9
0.46
0.32
0.70
0.42
2.56
0.58

C

H(3)

0

13 (2)

C

H(3 )

Table 2
Affordability of isotropic hyperﬁne coupling perturbation, in units of Gauss/(kJ/mol), along speciﬁc internal coordinates of the allyl radical.
Internal coordinate

13 (1)

1

R[C(1)–H(1)]
0
R[C(1)–H(1 )]
R[C(1)–C(2)]
R[C(2)–H(2)]
R[C(2)–C(3)]
0
R[C(3)–H(3 )]
R[C(3)–H(3)]
0
A[H(1)–C(1)–H(1 )]
0
A[H(1 )–C(1)–C(2)]
A[C(1)–C(2)–H(2)]
A[C(1)–C(2)–C(3)]
A[C(2)–C(3)–H(3)]
0
A[C(2)–C(3)–H(3 )]

1.33
1.37
2.99
0.01
1.39
0.04
0.06
0.12
0.03
0.18
0.03
0.01
0.01

0.70
0.06
1.43
0.01
1.16
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.45
0.31
0.01
0.00
0.06

C

H(1)

1

0

H(1 )

13 (2)

1

H(2)

13 (3)

1

0.05
0.78
1.37
0.02
1.16
0.03
0.01
0.50
0.56
0.12
0.13
0.09
0.01

0.00
0.00
0.82
0.65
0.82
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.36
0.00
0.65
0.01
0.38

0.03
0.04
0.21
0.18
0.21
0.03
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.00
0.12
0.07
0.08

0.04
0.06
1.39
0.01
2.99
1.33
1.37
0.01
0.01
0.18
0.11
0.12
0.16

0.04
0.01
1.16
0.01
1.43
0.70
0.06
0.00
0.02
0.31
0.29
0.04
0.43

C

exists a thermally accessible set of coordinates for which the calculated
magnetic parameters would be exactly equal to the full vibrational and
conformational average. This point in the coordinate space is hard to
identify a priori, but it is the point to which a direct structure ﬁtting
algorithm would converge.
Similarly, while a minor uncertainty Dr in the input coordinates
would translate into a large uncertainty Dm in magnetic parameters in a ‘‘forward’’ calculation:

dm
Dm 
Dr;
dr

the ‘‘backward’’ procedure would gain in accuracy because large
deviations in the experimental magnetic parameters would translate into smaller deviations in the extracted coordinates:

Dr 

 1
dm
Dm:
dr

ð10Þ

The conclusion is therefore that the implicit presence of vibrational and conformational averaging in the experimental data do
not prevent (and can actually facilitate) structure determination
by direct variation of atomic coordinates against the experimental
spectrum.
4. Error functional minimization methods
Because magnetic resonance spectra have localized sharp features, the least squares error functional deﬁned in Eq. (2) is often
very hilly – every arrangement of signals in which any two peaks
coincide in the theoretical and the experimental spectrum is a local
minimum. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3A. Even for small
spin systems, unless a very good initial guess is provided, there
is little hope of ever ﬁnding the global minimum. The use of

H(3)

1

0

H(3 )

0.03
0.01
1.16
0.02
1.37
0.05
0.78
0.09
0.06
0.12
0.06
0.51
0.11

non-gradient methods (such as simplex, grid search or genetic
algorithms) may facilitate ﬁtting, but it does not solve the fundamental problem.
Remarkably, this issue largely disappears if a monotonic function (for example a cumulative integral or a second cumulative
integral) is used to represent the spectrum:

SðxÞ !

Z

x

1

ð9Þ

C

Sðx0 Þdx0 !

Z

x

1

Z

x0

Sðx00 Þdx00 dx0 :

ð11Þ

1

This is illustrated in Fig. 3B – unlike the usual peak representation, the error functional for the least squares ﬁtting of the cumulative integral of the spectrum has a single global minimum. This is
not in general the case (counter-examples may be found easily),
but using cumulative integral representation does in practice
greatly facilitate convergence [35,36]. This approach was used for
the initial steps of the least squares ﬁtting. After convergence is
achieved, the optimization is switched to the absorption mode or
derivative representation for the ﬁnal reﬁnement. The use of internal coordinates is also known to facilitate geometry convergence
[37] – Z-matrix representation was used for the ﬁtting examples
presented below.
The choice of the regularization parameter k depends on the
importance assigned to the spectral ﬁt relative to distortions in
molecular geometry. At room temperature, approximately 2.5 kJ/
mol per degree of freedom (that is, RT for T = 298 K) may be
considered ‘‘available’’ for vibrational excursions away from the
Born–Oppenheimer energy minimum. We used this criterion as a
retrospective validity condition, but more sophisticated theories
regarding the choice of the regularization parameter are also
available [38–40].
In practical ﬁtting runs, the trust-region modiﬁcation [41] of the
L-BFGS quasi-Newton minimization algorithm [30] was found to
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Fig. 3. An illustration to the mean value theorem argument used in Eq. (8) – the
thermal average of a magnetic parameter over a convex volume in the coordinate
space has to be equal to the value of that parameter in some (a priori unknown)
point inside that volume. This is the point to which a direct structure ﬁtting
algorithm would converge.

Frequency / a.u.

A
supplying a suitably scaled Hessian of the energy (which can be
computed at a reasonable cost [42]) as the initial Hessian guess
for the minimization of the full error functional in Eq. (1).
The ﬁtting restart capability was implemented using intermediate result caching – an MD5 hash of each Gaussian03 DFT job was
stored in a database, which was queried before submitting new
jobs to avoid the re-calculation of previously computed data
points. This is a necessary feature due to the large CPU time cost
of computing Eq. (4) for every internal coordinate: the calculations
reported in this paper consumed over 50,000 h of CPU time.

5

0

5

5. Direct structure ﬁtting to isotropic ESR spectra
10

Probe curve HFC / Gauss

10

B

5

0

5

10
40

20

0

20

40

Probe curve offset / Gauss
Fig. 2. An example of the improvement in the structure of the ﬁtting error surface
produced by the switch from the absorption/emission representation (A) to the
cumulative integral representation (B) of the spectrum. The multiple narrow
troughs in the error surface disappear – the cumulative integral representation
yields (in this case) a single global minimum that is reachable by any standard
minimization procedure from any reasonable starting point in the ﬁtting parameter
space. The solid traces in the middle and lower panels show the cross-section of the
error surface along the horizontal dotted line.

be superior to conjugate gradient methods and steepest descent,
likely a consequence of the quadratic behavior of the potential energy surface around the energy minimum as well as approximately
linear dependence of the magnetic parameters on small coordinate
perturbations, which becomes quadratic after the square is taken
in Eq. (2). Convergence can in practice be further accelerated by

The ﬁtting convergence proﬁles of cyanomethyl (with 14N isotope for nitrogen), propargyl and tyrosyl radical optimizations performed against their liquid state ESR spectra (digitized from the
SDBS-ESR database) are given in Fig. 4. DFT calculations were performed using GIAO B3LYP/EPR-II method [43–45] in Gaussian03;
simulations of ESR experiments were done in Spinach [22]
v1.0.950 using exact time-domain propagation in full Liouville
space. Any other high-level package can be used for ESR, but
open-source Spinach was more convenient.
Even in the simple case of propargyl radical, the magnetic
parameters calculated at the Born–Oppenheimer energy minimum
produced by DFT do not yield a good match to the experimental
spectrum (Fig. 5) but the minimum of the DSF error functional in
Eq. (1) does, at the extra energy cost of just 2.78 kJ/mol per internal
degree of freedom. The DSF minimum is located very close (0.053 Å
RMSD) to the DFT energy minimum. The ﬁtting result does not
yield new structural information for the propargyl radical – its
structure is known and rigid – but it serves to illustrate the point
made in Section 3 about the energy cost of magnetic parameter
perturbations: the geometry with the ‘‘experimental’’ magnetic
parameters is thermally accessible at room temperature from the
Born–Oppenheimer energy minimum geometry. This also illustrates the mean value theorem argument in Eq. (8) – DFT calculations of magnetic parameters are not perfectly accurate due to the
limitations of the theory as well as lack of vibrational averaging,
but it appears that they are not required to be perfectly accurate.
For the cyanomethyl radical, the DFT energy minimum matches
(to within 103 kJ/mol per degree of freedom) the direct structure
ﬁtting minimum, but the ﬁtting process shown in Fig. 4 (upper panel) was intentionally started from a distorted initial geometry to
evaluate the convergence behavior of the L-BFGS minimization
algorithm [30] in a situation where the gradient, given in our case
by Eq. (4), might only have three digits of accuracy. As Fig. 4 illustrates, the convergence is quick and robust, with the minimization
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DFT energy
minimum

2.8 kJ/(mol·df)
33.4 kJ/mol total

Experimental
data
19.0 G

12.6 G

Fig. 5. Direct structure ﬁtting result for the liquid state spectrum of the propargyl
radical. Complete agreement with the experimental data was obtained at the
energy cost of 2.78 kJ/mol per internal degree of freedom brought about by a
geometry change (0.053 Å RMSD from the DFT energy minimum).

the Boltzmann-weighted averages over all possible values of the
dihedral angle between the aromatic ring and the backbone fragment, as well as over all vibrational excursions along other coordinates. Still, a point exists in the thermally accessible region of the
coordinate space with the ‘‘experimental’’ CH2 hyperﬁne couplings,
and this is the point to which the direct structure ﬁtting algorithm
is converging. Other such points may exist and the ﬁtting may
therefore need to be repeated from different initial guesses to get
the ‘‘structure bundle’’ of the same kind as the ones obtained in
protein NMR spectroscopy using molecular dynamics force ﬁelds
[3–5,7,8].
6. Direct structure ﬁtting to powder average ESR spectra

Fig. 4. Minimization proﬁles (L-BFGS with cubic line search in internal coordinates)
of the error functional in Eq. (2) for liquid-state ESR spectra of cyanomethyl (upper
panel), propargyl (middle panel) and tyrosyl (lower panel) radicals. The axis units
are arbitrary.

procedure reaching the minimum of the error functional well
before the numerical accuracy of the gradient is exhausted.
The tyrosyl radical (Fig. 4, lower panel) has a complicated ESR
spectrum that requires the application of the cumulative integral
technique [36] to facilitate the ﬁtting. The ﬁrst round of ﬁtting used
the cumulative integral representation to roughly match the extent
and the offset of the spectrum. During this stage the energy
regularization term in Eq. (1) makes sure that the coordinates do
not move away from a chemically sensible structure. After a match
was achieved on the cumulative integral, the ﬁtting error
functional was switched to use the more structured derivative
spectrum. Tyrosyl radical also illustrates the mean value argument
given in Eq. (8) – in liquid state, the experimentally observed
isotropic hyperﬁne couplings of the CH2 protons correspond to

A computationally challenging example of a tyrosyl radical
embedded into a protein matrix has been chosen as illustration
for the solid state ESR ﬁtting (Figs. 6 and 7). Tyrosyl radicals in several ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) enzymes are well characterized, both spectroscopically [19,20] and with X-ray diffraction
[46,47]. Escherichia coli (PDB: 1RIB/Tyr122) and Salmonella
typhimurium (PDB: 1R2F/Tyr105) ribonucleotide reductase ESR
spectra were chosen for practical demonstration. Atomic coordinate ﬁtting to solid state ESR data requires no modiﬁcations to
the formalism presented above – powder averaging is a linear procedure and the gradient of the error functional is therefore a powder average of the gradients computed for individual orientations.
The E. coli RNR ﬁtting was started from the vacuum DFT energy
minimum (Fig. 6, upper trace) of the neutral radical (pKa of the
phenoxyl radical is estimated at 2.0 [48]) and proceeded in two
stages. The initial ﬁt was performed under weak regularization
using the absorption mode ESR spectra to locate the offset position
and converge on the overall edge-to-edge spectral extent. Because
the large hyperﬁne coupling to the CH2 protons dominates the Xband spectrum, this causes the aromatic ring to rotate into the correct position with respect to the rest of the tyrosine side chain.
After the initial convergence was achieved in the absorption mode
representation, the ﬁtting was reﬁned in the derivative representation. Three different values of the energy regularization parameter
were used, corresponding to the full spectral mismatch being
equivalent to 104 kJ/mol (Fig. 6, second trace from the top),
103 kJ/mol (third trace) and 100 kJ/mol (fourth trace). The resulting
coordinates were compared to the X-ray structures. A nearly perfect spectral ﬁt may be achieved at the total cost of 44.7 kJ/mol
in displacement away from the DFT energy minimum, and a very
satisfactory ﬁt costs just 6.2 kJ/mol (equivalent to 0.10 kJ/mol per
degree of freedom) – well within the room temperature energy
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DFT energy
minimum

0.13 kJ/(mol·df)
8.3 kJ/mol total
0.10 kJ/(mol·df)
6.2 kJ/mol total

0.21 kJ/(mol·df)
12.9 kJ/mol total
0.35 kJ/(mol·df)
21.9 kJ/mol total

0.69 kJ/(mol·df)
43.4 kJ/mol total

0.71 kJ/(mol·df)
44.7 kJ/mol total

Experimental
data

Experimental
data

3460

3480

3500

3520

3540

Magnetic induction / Gauss

3340

3360

3380

3400

3420

Magnetic induction / Gauss
Fig. 6. Direct structure ﬁtting results for the solid-state ESR spectrum of tyrosyl
radical in Escherichia coli ribonucleotide reductase (PDB: 1RIB/Tyr122). The DFT
energy minimum (top trace) is very far from both the X-ray geometry and the
experimental ESR spectrum (bottom trace). The three direct structure ﬁtting traces
differ in the value of the energy regularization parameter – the ﬁnal energy cost of
spectral ﬁt shown to the left of each trace. The coordinates corresponding to the
middle trace are within 0.107 Å RMSD (carbons only) from the crystal structure
geometry.

budget. The RMSD (carbons only) from the crystal structure for the
0.35 kJ/(mol df) trace is 0.107 Å. Even the slight bend in the
aromatic ring present in the crystal structure is reproduced – the
coordinate ﬁles are provided in the Supplementary information.
Similar results were obtained for the S. typhimurium RNR (Fig. 7)
– the DFT energy minimum spectrum is the same as in Fig. 6, and a
good quality spectral ﬁt may be obtained for a geometry displacement corresponding to 0.13 kJ/mol per degree of freedom. The
RMSD (carbons only) from the crystal structure for the 0.13 kJ/
(mol df) trace is 0.106 Å, with the structurally important dihedral
angle between the aromatic ring and the side chain reproduced
to within 5 – an excellent agreement, particularly in view of the
fact that the initial guess was set, quite arbitrarily, to the vacuum
DFT geometry.
Both ﬁtting runs required considerable, but not astronomical,
amounts of CPU time: around 50 L-BFGS iterations with a ﬁnitedifference g-tensor and HFC gradients computed at each step for
63 coordinates come to a total of 25,200 independent GIAO
B3LYP/EPR-II calculations, each taking about half an hour of CPU
time1 on our SGI Altix 4700 supercomputer. The CPU time cost of
the same number of spin dynamics simulations (time-domain ESR
pulse-acquire experiment with powder averaging on a Lebedev grid)
is negligible.
7. Open questions and conclusions
Several questions regarding direct structure ﬁtting require further research. We did not evaluate the comparative performance
1
Measured in core-hours, meaning half an hour on a single core, 15 min using two
cores, etc. In a typical scenario, many hundreds of independent coordinate variations
are also processed simultaneously. The wall clock time requirements are therefore
modest – a few hours per geometry iteration.

Fig. 7. Direct structure ﬁtting results for the solid-state ESR spectrum of tyrosyl
radical in Salmonella typhimurium ribonucleotide reductase (PDB: 1R2F/Tyr105).
The DFT energy minimum (Fig. 6, top trace) is very far from both the X-ray
geometry and the experimental ESR spectrum (bottom trace). The three direct
structure ﬁtting traces differ in the value of the energy regularization parameter –
the ﬁnal energy cost of spectral ﬁt shown to the left of each trace. The coordinates
corresponding to the top trace are within 0.106 Å RMSD (carbons only) from the
crystal structure geometry.

of different exchange–correlation functionals and basis sets, and
did not consider any alternatives to DFT. It is certain that better
methods than GIAO B3LYP/EPR-II are available, particularly for
molecules containing heavy elements and metals. That having
been said, NMR structure determination relies, quite successfully,
on molecular dynamics methods – absolute accuracy is clearly
not required. Secondly, analytical gradients of magnetic parameters with respect to atomic coordinates are necessary for production-grade structure ﬁtting – the present paper uses expensive
ﬁnite-difference gradients, and we estimate that the calculations
reported could be accelerated by at least two orders of magnitude
if analytical gradients were available. Thirdly, the mean value
theorem in Eq. (8) requires the thermally accessible coordinate
volume V to be convex. That is not always the case and the consequences of V being non-convex require further investigation.
NMR structure determination uses Monte-Carlo sampling that
produces ‘‘structure bundles’’, the same method might work for
ESR. Finally, further research is also required into the effect of
the medium dielectric constant, which has an inﬂuence on
magnetic parameters. This inﬂuence is usually smaller than the
effect of the geometric structure, but in the cases where e cannot
be determined or assumed (e.g. for radicals located close to a
protein surface), it could be reasonable to include it as a ﬁtting
parameter.
In summary, the computational cost of direct structure ﬁtting to
ESR spectra is large, but is no longer prohibitive – at the current
development pace, the necessary computing power will reach
common desktops in about 5 years. Large-scale spin dynamics simulations are also becoming possible, meaning that the theoretical
modeling cycle may be closed and atomic coordinates iterated
directly against the experimental data. The proof-of-principle
calculations reported in this work demonstrate the procedure.
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